eBooks in Cloud Library set in Maine or written by Maine authors
The last true poets of the sea by Julia Drake
Inspired loosely by Shakespeare's Twelfth Night, teenaged Violet is shipped off
to Maine after her brother's hospitalization, where she searches for the lost shipwreck
that her great-great grandmother survived and for answers about her family's long
struggle with mental illness, all while falling in love.

Three things I know are true by Betty Culley
Five months ago, Liv's big brother, Jonah, shot himself. It was an accident. He
didn't know that the gun was loaded. But the damage was done. Liv hasn't spoken to
Clay, Jonah's best friend, since the accident, even though he lives just across the street.
The gun belonged to Clay's father, and Clay was with Jonah that terrible day. With Liv's
mom suing Clay's father, there are lines Liv is not supposed to cross. As their entire
community chooses sides, she feels the distance between them growing every day. Liv
knows that Clay is nearly as broken as Jonah. She knows his life also changed forever
the same moment as Jonah's. And she refuses to turn away from Clay, just as she
refuses to give up on Jonah.

Wilder girls by Rory Power
It's been eighteen months since the Raxter School for Girls was put under
quarantine. Since the Tox hit and pulled Hetty's life out from under her. It started slow.
First the teachers died one by one. Then it began to infect the students, turning their
bodies strange and foreign. Now, cut off from the rest of the world and left to fend for
themselves on their island home, the girls don't dare wander outside the school's fence,
where the Tox has made the woods wild and dangerous. They wait for the cure they
were promised as the Tox seeps into everything. But when Byatt goes missing, Hetty
will do anything to find her, even if it means breaking quarantine and braving the horrors
that lie beyond the fence. And when she does, Hetty learns that there's more to their
story, to their life at Raxter, than she could have ever thought true.

Good and gone by Megan Frazer Blakemore
While on a road trip with her depressed older brother and gay friend to find a
missing musician, fifteen-year-old Lexi grapples with painful memories of sexual assault
by her ex-boyfriend.

The door to January by Gillian French
In this paranormal thriller, sixteen-year-old Natalie Payson has had nightmares
since moving away from Bernier, Maine, her hometown. She goes back to Bernier in
summer to face up to the reason she left in the first place. There's also a boy she's
trying hard not to trust.

The rattled bones by S.M. Parker
After her father's death, Rilla Brae puts off thoughts of college to take over his
lobstering business, while helping an archaeology student excavate nearby Malaga, an
uninhabited island with a ghost that beckons her.

The missing season by Gillian French
After moving to a new town for her father's job, Clara learns that kids go missing
from Pender every October and that a monster named the Mumbler may be
responsible.

Grit by Gillian French
Darcy, who has a reputation and is used to rumors swirling around her, wrestles
with what happened the same night her friend disappeared the previous summer and
struggles with the weight of the dark secret she and her cousin share.

Need or Captivate by Carrie Jones
Need-- Depressed after the death of her stepfather, high school junior Zara goes
to live with her grandmother in a small Maine town, where new friends tell Zara the
strange man she keeps seeing may be a pixie king, and that only "were" creatures can
stop him from taking souls.
Captivate -- High school junior Zara and her friends continue to try to contain the
pixies that threaten their small Maine town, but when a Valkyrie takes Zara's boyfriend,
Nick, to Valhalla, the only way to save him is to trust a pixie king, Astley.

Dead beautiful by Yvonne Woon
After her parents die under mysterious circumstances, sixteen-year-old Renee
Winters is sent from California to an old-fashioned boarding school in Maine, where she
meets a fellow student to whom she seems strangely connected

Warped by Maurissa Guibord.
Looking for her grandmother, seventeen-year-old Delia goes to an isolated island
in Maine and discovers a frightening and supernatural world where ancient Greek
symbols adorn the buildings and secret ceremonies take place on the beach at night.

Almost, Maine by John Cariani
Based on the popular play by the same name, John Cariani's Almost, Maine is an
interlinked collection of heartwarming and heartbreaking YA stories that will have you
thinking about love in an entirely new way. Welcome to Almost, Maine, a town that’s so
far north, it’s almost not in the United States―it’s almost in Canada. And it almost
doesn’t exist, because its residents never got around to getting organized. So it’s just . .
. Almost. One cold, clear Friday night in the middle of winter, while the northern lights
hover in the sky above, Almost’s residents find themselves falling in and out of love in
the strangest ways. Knees are bruised. Hearts are broken. Love is lost and found. And
life for the people of Almost, Maine will never be the same.YA FIC

How to build a heart by Maria Padian
Izzy Crawford's family has been selected for a new home by Habitat for
Humanity, near where the very attractive Sam lives, but just when her neighbor and
best friend needs her most

Dreaming darkly by Caitlin Kittredge
Mariah Bloodgood was a confusing mix of protective and abusive, a manipulative
personality who never told the truth about Ivy's father was, or why they were living their
lives on the run. After her death, Ivy is sent to Darkhaven, an island off the New
England coast, to live with a rich uncle she didn't know existed. Forced to reckon with
her mother's past, and long-held family secrets, she wakes up from one of her
nightmares-- covered in someone else's blood. Darkhaven has a sordid history -- and
what Ivy doesn't know might kill her.

Any book by Stephen King

